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About This Game

Oscillatron: Alien Frequency - music arcade in space! Fight against the alien invaders. You are to control the spaceship and
destroy the endless enemy troops. You also have to listen to the soundtrack, because every enemy's shot will be in tune with the

beat playing during the battle!

SAVE THE GALAXY

Fly through between equalizer bars as far as you can, try not to crash into them and collect first aid packs on the way. Blow up
the enemy ships and avoid hostile fire. Test your reaction, and become a new space hero, too!

ADD YOUR FAVORITE MUSIC

Upload your favorite tracks and change the course of battle! The environment will be generated according to the rhythm, and
the louder the sound, the higher your fire rate will be.

FEATURES:

сolorful pixel art;

option to add your own tracks;
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music visualization feature.
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Title: Oscillatron: Alien Frequency
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Music Breath
Publisher:
Music Breath
Release Date: 16 Apr, 2018
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not many people will read this because its very unknown (oinly 3 reviews since release)

But here is mine

If you like on rails shooters (regardless if it syncs your own tracks) then you will like it...

If you are expecting it to sync like beat hazard you will be dissapointed, it only goes byt he speed of the song, not the actual
beat...

also game is a bit broken (ships get stuck on the *note wall* often so a *max score* is literally 100% impossible...

Dev said he would fix everything (reply to another reviewer in june\/july) nothign has been fixed the 5 song achievement is still
broken... ships still get stuck... nothing is fixed!

no power ups (apart from health pack) and it is far too generic to be *much fun* (same ships... same bosses... etc)

its fun, so im giving it a possative (but it doesn't deserve it) and its cheap enough to *bother with*
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